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Large amount of data is now available for research and business sectors to extract knowledge from it. This
data can be in the form of unstructured data such as audio, text, and image data and can be analyzed by deep
learning methodology. Deep learning is now widely used for various estimation, classification, and prediction
problems. Especially, fashion business adopts deep learning techniques for apparel recognition, apparel search and
retrieval engine, and automatic product recommendation. The core model of these applications is the image
classification using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). CNN is made up of neurons which learn parameters
such as weights while inputs come through and reach outputs. CNN has layer structure which is best suited for
image classification as it is comprised of convolutional layer for generating feature maps, pooling layer for reducing
the dimensionality of feature maps, and fully-connected layer for classifying the extracted features. However, most
of the classification models have been trained using online product image, which is taken under controlled situation
such as apparel image itself or professional model wearing apparel. This image may not be an effective way to train
the classification model considering the situation when one might want to classify street fashion image or walking
image, which is taken in uncontrolled situation and involves people’s movement and unexpected pose. Therefore, we
propose to train the model with runway apparel image dataset which captures mobility. This will allow the
classification model to be trained with far more variable data and enhance the adaptation with diverse query image.
To achieve both convergence and generalization of the model, we apply Transfer Learning on our training network.
As Transfer Learning in CNN is composed of pre-training and fine-tuning stages, we divide the training step into
two. First, we pre-train our architecture with large-scale dataset, ImageNet dataset, which consists of 1.2 million
images with 1000 categories including animals, plants, activities, materials, instrumentations, scenes, and foods. We
use GoogLeNet for our main architecture as it has achieved great accuracy with efficiency in ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC). Second, we fine-tune the network with our own runway image dataset. For
the runway image dataset, we could not find any previously and publicly made dataset, so we collect the dataset
from Google Image Search attaining 2426 images of 32 major fashion brands including Anna Molinari, Balenciaga,
Balmain, Brioni, Burberry, Celine, Chanel, Chloe, Christian Dior, Cividini, Dolce and Gabbana, Emilio Pucci,
Ermenegildo, Fendi, Giuliana Teso, Gucci, Issey Miyake, Kenzo, Leonard, Louis Vuitton, Marc Jacobs, Marni, Max
Mara, Missoni, Moschino, Ralph Lauren, Roberto Cavalli, Sonia Rykiel, Stella McCartney, Valentino, Versace, and
Yve Saint Laurent. We perform 10-folded experiments to consider the random generation of training data, and our
proposed model has achieved accuracy of 67.2% on final test. Our research suggests several advantages over
previous related studies as to our best knowledge, there haven’t been any previous studies which trained the network
for apparel image classification based on runway image dataset. We suggest the idea of training model with image
capturing all the possible postures, which is denoted as mobility, by using our own runway apparel image dataset.
Moreover, by applying Transfer Learning and using checkpoint and parameters provided by Tensorflow Slim, we
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could save time spent on training the classification model as taking 6 minutes per experiment to train the classifier.
This model can be used in many business applications where the query image can be runway image, product image,
or street fashion image. To be specific, runway query image can be used for mobile application service during
fashion week to facilitate brand search, street style query image can be classified during fashion editorial task to
classify and label the brand or style, and website query image can be processed by e-commerce multi-complex
service providing item information or recommending similar item.
Key Words : Convolutional Neural Networks, Image Classification, Apparel, Runway, Mobility
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learning, also known for Deep Neural Networks

1. Introduction

(DNN) such as Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN), and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN),

1.1 Motivation of Research
With the flooding amount of processable data,
so called big data, many business sectors now
engage in applying data mining methodologies to
extract business knowledge from diverse forms of
data (Kim and Cho, 2015). We can now achieve
thorough analysis with the help of diverse data
sources including linguistic, auditory, and visual
data, and improved computational power with
multiple cores of CPU and the usage of GPU by
shortening the training time and increasing storage
amount (Ahn, 2016). Among many data mining
methodologies, machine learning and deep learning
have

become

the

center

of

attention

and

accelerated the proceeding of unstructured data
analysis. Data mining strategies for business
application led by conventional machine learning
methods such as Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) are now shifted by
deep learning (Taigman et al., 2014). Deep
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has been widely used to handle large-scaled and
unstructured data (Tsantekidis et al., 2017).
Specifically, deep learning can be used in
estimation and classification problems such as
hand gesture recognition, stock price prediction,
speech

recognition,

image

captioning,

face

recognition, gender recognition, age recognition,
and

objects

detection

(Kim,

2010;

Iliukovich-Strakovskaia et al., Unpublished results;
Tsantekidis et al., 2017). We can find that there
are many chances to draw insights from image
data using deep learning methodologies, namely,
CNN. Regards to deep learning models applied on
image

data,

ImageNet

Large

Scale

Visual

Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) has contributed
to introduce deeper CNN architectures with better
results.
When we think of image classification usage,
one might think of fashion field. Fashion industry
is one of the fields with considerable image usage
as the industry promotes itself by catalog images,
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fitting images, and product images on its online

suggest the item they are looking for or the item

shop. This has led to active applications of CNN

they might like. This can be further specified by

and other image related methodologies in the

recommending a relevant product right after the

fashion field. First, apparel segmentation, which

users have clicked and viewed an image from the

distinguishes and colors each pixel on the image,

online shop.

can be used for human recognition such as
identification, pose estimation, human sketches,
image editing, and portrait-graphic rendering (Hu
et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011). Second, for more
precise analysis, apparel detection can perform
identifying each figure or item on the image
(Bossard et al., 2012; Eshwar et al., 2016; Wang
et al., 2011). For example, in the crime situation
where there is no other clue except for the
suspect’s items, real-time apparel recognition can
screen a surveillance video to detect items and
identify the suspect. Third, apparel classification
can be carried out to perform diverse usages. One
may want to classify the types of apparel and tag
each product (Bossard et al., 2012; Eshwar et al.,
2016). This process can be automatized to label
tags

on

social

media

images

or

annotate

descriptions of products on online shop images by
designing apparel classification model. Further, it
can be served as advanced product filtering and
search engine, where users input an image of
fashion item they are looking for, and the engine
finds the information of the item. Fourth, apparel
classification can used with apparel retrieval to
help users by product search and recommendation
(Bossard et al., 2012; Eshwar et al., 2016; Hara et
al., 2016; Liang et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2011). The algorithm can discover
similar apparel item from the online inventory and

1.2 Research Objectives
As data imbalance problem and real-world
application difficulty are pointed out in the work
of Kwon and Lee (2014), there are some
limitations to consider when performing apparel
image classification tasks. Above all, there are
difficulties in apparel classification due to the
characteristics of apparel. First, apparel can be
easily deformed by stretched or folded manners
(Eshwar et al., 2016; Hara et al., 2016; Wang et
al., 2011). Second, apparel image can be taken in
different conditions such as variations in the angle
and light, cluttered backgrounds, and occlusions
made by other objects or subjects (Wang et al.,
2011). Third, it is ambiguous to differentiate
apparel categories when apparel classes have
similar characteristics such as pants and tights
(Eshwar et al., 2016; Hara et al., 2016). Also,
same clothes might be considered as different
according to the viewpoint, and different clothes
might be considered as same as the bottom of
short dress can be classified as a skirt (Eshwar et
al., 2016; Hara et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2011).
Finally, there can be several types of apparel
image as it can vary whether it is just a photo of
cloth or a photo of model’s wearing cloth (Patki et
al.,

Unpublished

results).

Hence,

we

need
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elaboration when collecting apparel image dataset

and quality image data for each specified category.

and classifying each of them.

Hence, we apply Transfer Learning by pre-training

In addition, fashion image classification has

the network with large-scaled image dataset and

been focused mostly on stationary image. For

fine-tuning the network with small-sized image

example, image of clothing itself shown in <Figure

dataset.

1> (a) or image of a model wearing clothing in

Therefore, we are proposing three concepts in

stationary pose shown in <Figure 1> (b). However,

this paper. First, we collect our own runway

most of attainable images which we want to

apparel image dataset to train the network. The

classify are not stationary as apparel image can be

reason behind using runway image is that we

taken while a person is wearing it with unexpected

found necessity of training the model with image

posture. We need to train the classification model

capturing mobility as most of the query images are

with image capturing all the possible postures,

taken in diverse situations with various postures.

which can be denoted as mobility (Wang et al.,

Second, to compensate the difficulty in gathering

2011; Liu et al., 2012). Therefore, runway image

large image dataset, we use two datasets. We first

can be a solution as the image can capture a model

pre-train the network with large-scaled ImageNet

walking along the stage performing diverse poses.

dataset, and then fine-tune the model with our
runway image dataset. Third, our classification
model can be widely used in classification tasks
for business application in the contexts of both
stationary image and moving image.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 summarizes several related
works of image classifying methodologies and
apparel image classification. Section 3 gives an
overview of proposed method. Section 4 introduces
dataset used in this paper and experiment design.

<Figure 1> (a) Online apparel image
(b) Online model-fit apparel image

Section 5 presents results of experiment and
section 6 discusses the business application cases
of proposed model. Finally, section 7 concludes

However, to train the model, we need sufficient
amount of image to prevent overfitting. We need
at least 500 images for each category to train the
model while achieving both convergence and
generalization. But it is hard to attain large enough
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fully-connected layers, which is the first attempt to

2. Related Work

increase the number of layers and perform
large-scaled classification. In 2014, VGGNet

2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
When it comes to image data analysis, CNN is
the most widely used methodology. As CNN is
developed from Neural Networks (NN), it follows
basic assumptions of NN. First, it is made up of
neurons which learn parameters such as weights
while inputs come through and reach outputs.
Moreover,

it

includes

fully-connected

layer.

loss

function

However,

the

and

biggest

difference of CNN with NN is that not all neurons
have full connectivity, except for the last
fully-connected

layer.

This

is

because

full

connectivity in all parameters is wasteful when
processing image data and may lead to overfitting.
Moreover, CNN has different layer composition in
its architecture as it is comprised of convolutional
layer for generating feature maps, pooling layer for
reducing the dimensionality of feature maps, and
fully-connected

layer

for

understanding

and

becomes the winner with its greater performance
of 7.3% error rate and deeper layers containing 16
convolutional

and

fully-connected

layers

(Simonyan et al., 2014). It proves that multiple use
of smaller filter can have effects of larger filter
while decreasing the number of parameters.
Another winner of ILSVRC 2014 was GoogLeNet
with a top 5 error rate of 6.7% (Szegedy et al.,
2015). It is the first to implement Inception
module which is added parallelly with sequentially
stacked up layers. GoogLeNet was able to achieve
both improved performance and computational
efficiency by using Inception module. It is
composed of 22 convolutional layers, 9 Inception
modules, which leads to over 100 layers in total
with less parameters.

2.2 Apparel Classification

classifying the extracted features (Ferreira et al.,

As summarized in <Table 1>, there have been

2017). By stacking these layers, we can formulate

several apparel classification studies. Among them,

various CNN architectures.

one of the earlier studies has revised apparel

Among various CNN architectures, the first

classification and retrieval using both daily photo

CNN architecture that becomes popularized and

taken on street, and online shop photo taken

improved is the AlexNet (Krizhevsky, et al.,

professionally with clean background (Liu et al.,

2012). The AlexNet is the winner of ILSVRC

2012). For feature extraction, Histograms of

challenge in 2012 which classifies ImageNet data

Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Local Binary

containing 15 million images with 22,000 classes.

Pattern (LBP), color moment, color histogram and

It achieves a top-5 test error rate of 15.4%. The

skin detector are used, and extracted features are

architecture consists of 5 convolutional layers,

concatenated to classify each category.

max-pooling

layers,

dropout

layers,

and

3

However, CNN is used for image classification
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<Table 1> Overview of previous studies on apparel image classification

Authors

Year

Research

Dataset

Bossard et al.

2012

Apparel type classification using Random Forest
Apparel attribute classification using Support
Vector Machine

Clothes related images from ImageNet
dataset
(15 categories for 145,718 images)

2012

Apparel classification using HOG, LBP, Color
Moment, Color Histogram
Apparel recommendation using k Nearest Neighbors

Online shopping dataset
(15 clothing attributes for 4,321 images)
Daily photo dataset
(15 clothing attributes for 4,068 images)

2015

Active Template Network for apparel classification
Active Shape Network for apparel detection

Merged dataset
(17 categories for 7,700 images)
Fashionista dataset (685 images)
Colorful Fashion Parsing Data
(2,682 images)
Daily photos (2,500 images)
Human Parsing in the Wild dataset
(1,833 images)

Hara et al.

2016

Apparel detection using R-CNN
Apparel classification using CaffeNet

Merged dataset
(10 categories for 685 images)
Paper Doll dataset
Fashionista dataset

Eshwar et al.

2016

Apparel classification using GoogLeNet
Apparel recommendation using k Nearest Neighbors

Online shopping mall dataset
(5 categories for 5,093 images)

Apparel classification using CNN

Online shopping mall dataset
(107 categories for 5,250 images)

Liu et al.

Liang et al.

IliukovichUnpublished
Strakovskaia et al.
result

in recent studies. In one study (Eshwar et al.,

public apparel image dataset or crawled image

2016), apparel classification is performed to

dataset were used. These datasets are mainly

classify 5 types of Indian traditional apparel. Then

composed by apparel image itself or model-fit

similar apparel is retrieved and recommended

apparel image uploaded on online shopping mall.

based on the query image using k-Nearest

Two studies (Liu et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2015)

Neighbors (kNN). During the retrieval process, the

had included daily photo dataset which is taken on

similarity of the query image is measured by using

the street and labeled those images manually. To

Euclidean distance, and then the image with least

our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to

k distances is suggested as similar apparel.

train the apparel image classification model with

We may also note the apparel image dataset
used in previous studies. In most of the studies,
6

runway image dataset.
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3. Proposed Method

3.1 GoogLeNet

In this paper, we propose the following model

As introduced in section 2.1, GoogLeNet has

shown in <Figure 2>. Our proposed model shows

suggested improved performance with computational

runway

using

efficiency. <Figure 3> shows the network configuration

training

of GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015). According to

process, training input image are used to train the

the diagram, Inception module is composed of

pre-trained network. In case of query image, the

convolutional layers, max-pooling layers, concatenating

input image goes through the pre-trained network

layers, dropout layers, fully-connected layers, and

and then is classified into 32 fashion brand

softmax layers. 1x1, 3x3 and 5x5 sizes of filters are

categories. The model is designed based on vanilla

used in convolutional layers. The 1x1 convolutional

GoogLeNet architecture. The learning process

layers are called bottleneck layer and used before

includes two stages. Section 3.1 describes details

3x3 and 5x5 convolutional layers to reduce

of the architecture and section 3.2 explains the

dimensions. For pooling layers, 3x3 max-pooling is

theoretical background for having two learning

used to reduce spatial sizes and prevent overfitting.

stages.

The model uses Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

apparel

pre-trained

image

GoogLeNet.

classification
During

the

activation function after each convolutional layer to
improve the nonlinearity.

<Figure 2> Proposed model and flowchart

<Figure 3> GoogLeNet configuration
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with 1000 categories including animals, plants,

3.2 Transfer Learning
Transfer Learning is a research methodology
used in machine learning (Yosinski et al., 2014).
The basic concept of Transfer Learning is to apply
one knowledge from a precedent problem to
another related problem. Transfer Learning can be
used in CNN to prevent overfitting in the situation
when the size of training data is not big enough.
The procedure includes two steps. First, the
network is pre-trained with large-scaled image
dataset. This is the time when applying one
knowledge from a precedent problem to another
related problem. So unlike general model training
process where training parameters are set with
random initialization, here, the network has
precedent training process with another dataset to
secure parameters. Second step is to fine-tune the
network with our interested dataset.

activities, materials, instrumentations, scenes, and
foods. <Table 2> descripts the detailed categorization
of ImageNet dataset. As the dataset includes
various objects mostly found in any image, it is
commonly used when pre-training the network.
For the second dataset, as this is the first study
of apparel image classification using runway
image, we collect our own apparel dataset. 2426
images of 32 major fashion brands are crawled
from Google Image Search. We only use images
from runways held in 2017. We choose following
32 brands (Anna Molinari, Balenciaga, Balmain,
Brioni, Burberry, Celine, Chanel, Chloe, Christian
Dior, Cividini, Dolce and Gabbana, Emilio Pucci,
Ermenegildo, Fendi, Giuliana Teso, Gucci, Issey
Miyake, Kenzo, Leonard, Louis Vuitton, Marc
Jacobs, Marni, Max Mara, Missoni, Moschino,
Ralph Lauren, Roberto Cavalli, Sonia Rykiel,
Stella McCartney, Valentino, Versace, and Yve
Saint Laurent) as these brands have unique and

4. Experiments

distinguishable design features. However, we
proclaim that there was no form of any specific

4.1 Dataset

grant from these brand authorities. For each brand,

In this study, we use two different datasets.

about 75 images are collected. Detailed number of

First, we use ImageNet dataset. It is large-scaled

images for each brand is descripted in <Table 3>.

public image dataset widely used in image

The sample images of 32 fashion brand runway in

classification task. It consists of 1.2 million images

<Figure 4> show that each runway image has

<Table 2> ImageNet dataset categories and subcategories
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Animal

Plant

Fish
Bird
Mammal
Invertebrate

Tree
Flower
Vegetable

Activity
Sport

Material

Instrumentation

Scene

Food

Fabric

Utensil
Appliance
Tool
Musical instrument

Room
Geological formation

Beverage
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<Table 3> Runway apparel image dataset

No

Brand

Number of Image

1

Anna Molinari

63

2

Balenciaga

74

3

Balmain

84

4

Brioni

75

5

Burberry

45

6

Celine

74

7

Chanel

93

8

Chloe

63

9

Christian Dior

63

10

Cividini

84

11

Dolce and Gabbana

83

12

Emilio Pucci

102

13

Ermenegildo

116

14

Fendi

53

15

Giuliana Teso

27

16

Gucci

107

17

Issey Miyake

61

18

Kenzo

90

19

Leonard

71

20

Louis Vuitton

108

21

Marc Jacobs

77

22

Marni

60

23

Max Mara

68

24

Missoni

96

25

Moschino

100

26

Ralph Lauren

62

27

Roberto Cavalli

67

28

Sonia Rykiel

28

29

Stella McCartney

59

30

Valentino

79

31

Versace

123

32

Yve Saint Laurent

71

Total

32 brands

2426 images

<Figure 4> Sample image of each fashion brand runway
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different stage background. The patterns in

5. Results

backgrounds may affect the trained model as those
edges and blobs can be perceived as features.

As we use the checkpoint and parameters

However, we consider the stage background itself

provided by Tensorflow Slim, we do not spend

represents the design feature of the brand as the

any time and effort to pre-train the network with

pattern of stage is similar to the apparel pattern

ImageNet dataset. In addition to saving time spent

design.

for pre-training, fine-tuning process for each
experiment only takes several minutes for our

4.2 Training
As proposed earlier, the training has been made
in two stages. First, we pre-train the network. To
be specific, we remove the last fully-connected
layer of GoogLeNet and pre-train the network with
ImageNet dataset. After the first training stage, we
fine-tune the last fully-connected layer with our
own apparel runway image dataset. Training image
goes through the pre-trained network and finally is
classified into 32 apparel brand classes. We use
the checkpoint and parameters provided by
Tensorflow Slim as pre-training the network on
large image dataset like ImageNet dataset has
computational costs. When fine-tuning the model,
we pre-process all fashion image inputs into
299x299 pixel size. We have divided the dataset
into 80% of training set, 10% of validation set,
and 10% of final test set which is not used in
training. To consider random generation of each
data subset, we perform 10-fold experiments. Each
attempt has been tried for 1000 steps.

runway

image

dataset.

Throughout

experiments, we could reach consistent results.
First, <Table 4> shows the overall accuracy and
loss, which are 80.6% of train accuracy, 64.1% of
validation accuracy, and 67.2% of test accuracy.
And if we look at <Table 5>, which descripts the
average accuracy and loss per step table, the
accuracy gets improved along with the time steps
and reaches final loss of 1.223. We also check the
accuracy and loss per trial at the last step, which
is shown in <Table 6>. Each value shows similar
accuracy and loss as the average train accuracy is
67.0%, validation accuracy for 51.7%, and loss for
1.932. Now, we put these results represented in
tables into plots. As shown in <Figure 5>,
accuracy per step is improved. Meanwhile, the loss
per step decreases as shown in <Figure 6>. In
addition, <Figure 7> implies that the accuracy at
the last step has comparatively stable fluctuation.
And it is also same for the loss at the last step of
each trial which is drawn in <Figure 8>.
<Table 4> Overall accuracy and loss
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the

Train
Accuracy

Validation
Accuracy

Test
Accuracy

Loss

0.806

0.641

0.672

1.223
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<Table 5> Average accuracy and loss per step

Trial

Train Accuracy Validation Accuracy

Loss

1

0.666

0.506

1.939

2

0.668

0.519

1.930

3

0.664

0.519

1.937

4

0.674

0.518

1.924

5

0.677

0.527

1.930

6

0.675

0.518

1.920

7

0.666

0.509

1.939

8

0.668

0.527

1.940

9

0.671

0.508

1.926

10

0.675

0.521

1.931

<Figure 6> Loss per step

<Table 6> Accuracy and loss per trial at the last step

Step Train Accuracy Validation Accuracy

Loss

100

0.522

0.375

2.852

200

0.595

0.439

2.435

300

0.637

0.548

2.175

400

0.696

0.551

1.941

500

0.716

0.564

1.760

600

0.732

0.572

1.632

700

0.748

0.576

1.522

800

0.792

0.595

1.363

900

0.765

0.631

1.368

1000

0.806

0.641

1.223

<Figure 5> Accuracy per step

<Figure 7> Accuracy at the final step

<Figure 8> Loss at the final step
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apparel classification, we can now discuss more

6. Discussion and Analysis for
Business Application

about specific usage of apparel classification tasks.
The table below is listed examples of business

The proposed model can be applied for many

applications. More detailed descriptions of these

business usages. However, we may consider the

application cases are suggested in following

apparel image classification usages in the contexts

subsections.

of both stationary image classification and moving
image

classification.

First,

stationary

image

classification can be used when one wants to
classify apparel product image, model-fit apparel
image, etc. These images are deliberately and
carefully taken in controlled circumstance and
labeled by domain experts. Second, not all fashion
image is taken in stationary position rather in
mobility. For example, apparel image taken on
street, fashion show runway, etc are all in the
different

background

with

different

posture.

Runway image captures the mobility. Training the
model with this image allows similar effects as
training with street fashion image. However,
training with street fashion image is hard due to
difficulty in labeling each image. Thus, using
runway image can be an effective method to train
the classification model to handle image with
mobility.
Based on these two contexts of image types for

6.1 Runway image classification
As

presented

in

the

results

part,

the

classification model trained by runway image can
be used to classify the brand of runway. In this
specific case, the classification model can be
trained by different runway images according to
the brand it belongs or the season and year when
the runway is held such as F/W 2017 or S/S 2017.
Then, the random input will go through the
classification network and be labeled into brand or
season and year category. For example, users who
have the image of runway but do not know about
the brand information may use this classification
model. Also, if the classification model is trained
using runway image and classified according to
year of the runway, then the user with runway
image data without year or season information can
use this model. During fashion week, apparel

<Table 7> Business application of apparel classification using runway image

Training Data

Query Data
Runway image

Runway image

Street style image
Website image
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Business Application
Mobile application service during fashion week to facilitate brand search
Fashion editorial task classifying and labeling the brand or style
E-commerce multi-complex service providing item information or recommending
similar item
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brands can adopt this service to facilitate the
consumers to match the brand, year, or season
information with the specific item wore on the
show.

6.2 Street style image classification

6.3 Website image classification
Above two image classification usage cases are
based on the image capturing mobility. However,
as already widely analyzed in other studies, we can
classify the image from website, which includes
apparel product image, model-fit apparel image.

Image of street style can be used as query

For this analyzing purpose, the model has been

image in the situation when one wants to know

trained using those same styled image, that is

which brand style is most likely well-suited with

apparel product image or model-fit apparel image.

the given street style fashion. In this case, the

However, we are suggesting that the classification

street style query image will become an input and

model can also be trained by runway fashion

goes through the model constructed by runway

image. As suggested in above section, this model

fashion image, and finally classified into specific

can

brand category, which, as a result, one can find the

multi-complexes

brand recommendation from the street fashion

information to direct customers to buying page or

image. The rationale behind using classification

recommending similar item.

be

also

adopted

for

e-commerce

service

providing

item

model trained by runway image is that street

We conduct additional experiments to prove the

fashion image is usually taken in uncontrolled

accuracy. After training our proposed model, we

situation where the image can be with different

collect apparel image from each of the brand

objects in cluttered background and the person

websites. Then, we use the image as query image

wearing the apparel takes unexpectable pose. To

to classify the image according to its brand.

classify this kind of street fashion image, the

Among 32 query images, 31 images are classified

model has to be trained on image with mobility,

within top-5 error rate, and 12 images are correctly

that is runway image. Fashion editorial companies

classified into their brand categories. The only

and e-commerce multi-complexes can utilize the

image that is failed to label within top-5 error is

proposed classifier. In case of fashion editors, they

the image of Chloe, which is hard for human to

may use the brand classification model to classify

label correctly. This implies that the classification

and label the street fashion image at hand. On the

model trained by image involving movement can

other hand, e-commerce multi-complexes can

not only be good at classifying moving and

provide a service providing item information,

dynamic image but also at stationary and static

leading to buying page, or recommending similar

image.

item.

13
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<Figure 9> Query image classification for each fashion brand using proposed model
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knowledge, there haven’t been any previous

7. Conclusion

studies which trained the network for apparel
With the abundance of big data and the
development

of

analysis

dataset. However, the attainable online apparel

many

images are mostly non-stationary as apparel image

research and business applications have been found

can be taken while a person is wearing it with

analyzing image data. In fashion field, image

unexpected posture. As Wang (2011) and Liu

classification using Convolutional Neural Networks

(2012) have been shed light on the necessity of

is widely applied for apparel image related tasks.

consideration on mobility generated by different

Regards to apparel classification, there have been

postures with apparel image, we also find the need

limitations. First, for training the classification

to train the classification model with image

model, only stationary image such as online

capturing all the possible postures. We therefore

product image or model-posed image is used.

collect our own image dataset for apparel

Second, gathering large enough dataset for each

classification using runway images with mobility.

interested class is difficult. Therefore, in this

Furthermore, our proposed network requires less

paper, we propose two solutions. We attempt to

training time as we use the checkpoint and

train the classification model with runway apparel

parameters provided by Tensorflow Slim. We do

image which captures mobility, and to compensate

not need to wait for the pre-training of the network

the small size of each data category, we apply

with ImageNet dataset, and we only spend several

Transfer Learning. We compose the training image

minutes for the fine-tuning process. This means

dataset with runway held in 2017 and collect 2426

that one can save time spent on training the

images of 32 major fashion brands from Google

classification model by applying Transfer Learning

Image Search with search keyword of brand

on not only fashion image dataset but also on the

names. For the training process, we first pre-train

other

the network with large-scales ImageNet dataset,

compared to previous study (Eshwar et al., 2016)

and then fine-tune the network with our collected

where total time taken for training network takes

runway image dataset. The results have shown that

76 minutes for classifying 5 apparel categories, our

our

network takes 6 minutes for training the classifier

methodologies,

unstructured

namely

proposed

model

deep

data

image classification based on runway image

learning,

achieves

significant

classification accuracy during 10 experiments as

domain-specific

image

dataset.

When

classifying into 32 brand categories.

the average training accuracy reaches 80.6%,

In future study, further elaboration can be made

64.1% for validation accuracy, and 67.2% for the

with the number of classification categories. One

final test accuracy.

may train the classifier with more precisely

Our research suggests several advantages over

divided dataset such as apparel types with more

previous related studies. First, to our best

fine-grained level, apparel brands with more
15
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brands added, or apparel style changes over
periods. Next, one may implement the model on
different architectures other than GoogLeNet such
as VGGNet and ResNet. In addition, as new CNN
architectures are continuously introduced with
better performance such as FractalNet, DenseNet,
SqueezeNet, MobileNet, CapsuleNet, ShuffleNet,
NASNet, and PNASNet, these networks can be
adopted for the network of apparel classification
model. Moreover, one might develop the idea of
training with runway image to design apparel
segmentation or detection model. Other than
classifying the brand of fashion image, studies can
be done for identifying one item on some part of
the image belongs to which brand.
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국문요약

합성곱 신경망의 비지니스 응용:
런웨이 이미지를 사용한 의류 분류를 중심으로

․신경식**

1)서이안*

최근 딥러닝은 오디오, 텍스트 및 이미지 데이터와 같은 비 체계적인 데이터를 대상으로 다양한 추
정, 분류 및 예측 문제에 사용 및 적용되고 있다. 특히, 의류산업에 적용될 경우 딥러닝 기법을 활용한
의류 인식, 의류 검색, 자동 제품 추천 등의 심층 학습을 기반으로 한 응용이 가능하다. 이 때의 핵심
모형은 합성곱 신경망을 사용한 이미지 분류이다. 합성곱 신경망은 입력이 전달되고 출력에 도달하는
과정에서 가중치와 같은 매개 변수를 학습하는 뉴런으로 구성되고, 영상 분류에 가장 적합한 방법론으
로 사용된다. 기존의 의류 이미지 분류 작업에서 대부분의 분류 모형은 의류 이미지 자체 또는 전문
모델 착용 의류와 같이 통제된 상황에서 촬영되는 온라인 제품 이미지를 사용하여 학습을 수행한다.
하지만 본 연구에서는 통제되지 않은 상황에서 촬영되고 사람들의 움직임과 다양한 포즈가 포함된 스
트릿 패션 이미지 또는 런웨이 이미지를 분류하려는 상황을 고려하여 분류 모형을 훈련시키는 효과적
인 방법을 제안한다. 이동성을 포착하는 런웨이 의류 이미지로 모형을 학습시킴으로써 분류 모형의
다양한 쿼리 이미지에 대한 적응력을 높일 수 있다. 모형 학습 시 먼저 ImageNet 데이터셋을 사용하여
pre-training 과정을 거치고 본 연구를 위해 수집된 32 개 주요 패션 브랜드의 2426개 런웨이 이미지로
구성된 데이터셋을 사용하여 fine-tuning을 수행한다. 학습 과정의 일반화를 고려해 10번의 실험을 수
행하고 제안된 모형은 최종 테스트에서 67.2 %의 정확도를 기록했다. 본 연구 모형은 쿼리 이미지가
런웨이 이미지, 제품 이미지 또는 스트릿 패션 이미지가 될 수 있는 다양한 분류 환경에 적용될 수
있다. 구체적으로는 패션 위크에서 모바일 어플리케이션 서비스를 통해 브랜드 검색을 용이하게 하는
서비스를 제공하거나, 패션 잡지사의 편집 작업에 사용되어 브랜드나 스타일을 분류하고 라벨을 붙일
수 있으며, 온라인 쇼핑몰에서 아이템 정보를 제공하거나 유사한 아이템을 추천하는 등의 다양한 목적
에 적용될 수 있다.
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